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CORE
CURRICULUM
CHANGES
by Will Lattner

by Molly Hulsey
This semester, Student
Senate’s Student Association of Covenant College
fund (SACC)—allocated
to 54 school sponsored
clubs and organizations
around
campus—was
cut by a considerable
$19,700.78.
The budget cut is
attributed to a drop in
the Fall admission rate
and a postponed payment
to Jostens Co. for the
2014-2015 Tartan.
The deficit was
a surprise to Student
Senate treasurer Simon
Ocailap, but he and other student organization
leaders are learning how
to work with the funds
allotted them.
Student
Senate
funds for this semester
added up to $145,664.91:
$54,475.74 short of the
$200,140.65 total requested by all student
organizations, $19,700.78
short of the $165,365.69
amount
received
in
Spring 2015.
“First of all, I’d
like to say we are blessed. We have $145,000 to
just decide what to do
with. That’s a lot of money,” says Ocailap. “That
being said, I think we

Take A Gap Year

need to work closer with
the admissions office in
order to understand better what our recruitment
is going to be, so we can
understand beforehand
what kind of revenue we
will have coming in which
will add on the lump sum
we already have accumulated in the fund…that
enables us, then, to talk
to club leaders and say,
‘Hey, this is where we are
at. This is what we are
budgeting.’”
SACC revenue stems
from the $96 that is rolled
into the $445 Student Fee
paid by each student per
semester. According to
Dan Wykoff, the CFO and
VP of Covenant’s Finance
and Operations, the Student Fee actually “went
up about 10 to 20 bucks
overall this year.”
While four more
incoming students enrolled this semester than
expected and Fall-Spring
retention rates are high-

er than usual, Student
Senate’s budget is still
feeling the effects of a
drop in admissions this
fall. According to Director of Admissions Scott
Schindler, Covenant was
14 students short of a
310 student goal. This
drop also translates to
fewer students that stay
through the spring.
Wykoff doesn’t think
that the drop in last semester’s admissions will
be a reoccurring issue.
“I don’t think
that’s a trend,” he says, “I
think it’s a one-time dip.
Every institution sees
that happen from time to
time.”
He attributes the
dip to decreased SpringFall retention rates last
year and “a transition
of leadership in Admissions” before Schindler
became the Director of
Admissions this past fall.
At the All-Student
Senate meeting, Feb.

3, Senate members discussed how to bridge the
gap between Admissions
and Student Senate and
have more foresight on
revenue shifts.
A formative plan
has not yet been developed, but Student Body
Secretary
Elizabeth
Coats wants to initiate
meetings with Schindler
or the accounting office
before each semester.
“If we don’t know
what enrollment is going to look like in Fall
of 2016, and it’s going to
affect our budgets, affect
the clubs, affect the students, then we are in a
loop,” says Ocailap.
Senate has begun
to invite department
heads to sit in on Student
Senate meetings and provide, in Ocailap’s words,
“a more nuanced perspective of things going on
around campus.”
Delayed payments

worked, we have done it
before,” Hallstrom said.
But the details worked
out, and the major was
never exterminated.
“It’s
not
like
they’re waiting for a
chance to shut us down,”
Hallstrom said about the
administration, surprised

by the promptness of the
members to approve of
solutions and keep the
program. Among others
involved in the process
of review and reinstating
of the major are Jeff Hall,
Vice President of Academic Affair, and Bill Tate,
Dean of Arts and Letters.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

With so much focus on
the restoration of Carter
Hall these days, it is easy to
miss the fact that there are
other renovations happening within the Covenant
community, and on a more
academic level.
In 2014, President
Halvorson created a threeyear Strategic Plan for the
college, including the objective to strengthen academic excellence. One of
the points in the outline
under this objective will be
focused on over the coming
year: “Evaluate and revise
core curriculum.”
The core curriculum at Covenant currently
accounts for a significant
percentage of required
credit hours - 58 (46 percent) of the minimum 126
credits necessary to graduate, earned through taking 22 courses. It has not
seen any major edits in
over ten years.
Associate Professor
of Education Dr. Rebecca
Pennington is the Coordinator of Curriculum and
currently is the chairperson of the Core Oversight
Committee. She and the
committee are overseeing
any potential changes to
core curriculum.
The current core
curriculum is divided into
five different categories:
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

THT MAJOR REINSTATEMENT
by Kristie Jaya
When the college hired
an actress as professor
16 years ago, they should
have expected that the
result would be a resilient and vibrant theatre
department. After an academic review at the end of
spring 2015 due to “limited enrollment” and retirement of Professor Deborah Kirby, the program
was revitalized.
Back in May 2015,
Professor Camille Hallstrom, the actress and
pioneering Theatre Professor in the college, proposed a new configuration of the program soon
after the review.
Without Kirby on
the team due to health
conditions, the department had to thin and
tweak classes.

Dean of Academic
Programs Paul Morton
soon approached Hallstrom with the news that
“We could make a major
out of this.” Changes were
made:
Hallstrom now
works for the program
full time again, and the
college hired two new adjuncts, Amy Sue Upton
and Claire Slavovsky, in
addition to screenwriter
Zena Dell Lowe.
The academic review that started late fall
of 2015 kept the department from accepting new
majors for a semester.
In an email to the student body, Jeff Hall announced that there was a
possibility that the major
would be trimmed down
into a minor or to a concentration in the English
Department.
“It would have

Theatre Technical
Director and Adjunct Amy
Sue Upton said that students worked hard to keep
the department dynamic
last fall, even though students were “extremely disappointed and have a hard
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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CURRICULUM

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Biblical and Theological
Foundations (such as Old
and New Testament Introduction and Christian
Doctrine), Basic Literacies
(English Composition and
P.E.), Foreign Language,
Mathematics, and Cultural
Engagement (the COR-designated courses, such as
Christian Mind and Global
Trends), as well as four distribution requirements.
The Core Oversight
Committee has formulated
Core Learning Outcomes
(CLOs) based on these
current core categories in
accordance with the three
goals laid out in Covenant College’s Purpose
Statement: Biblical Frame
of Reference, Identity in
Christ, and Service that is
Christ-like.
The goal of Dr. Pennington and the Core Over-
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sight Committee is to first
add CLOs that are explicitly
related to the goals of the
core curriculum.
Currently, the proposed new outcomes are:
Old and New Testament
knowledge, faithful study
across disciplines, reasoning
and logical skills, communication skills, and service
and cultural engagement.
Pennington says that
“the core courses will focus
more on these [Core Learning Outcomes], though the
courses themselves won’t
necessarily change.”
The motivation for
this change is not solely a
result of Dr. Halvorson’s
Strategic Plan. Dr. Pennington says that she and the
Core Oversight Committee
have looked at data gathered
from the Student Senate and
Assessment Day and have
analyzed areas that may
need revision.
Though the plan to

edit the core curriculum
is in place, students, particularly upperclassmen,
need not worry about failing to fulfill new core requirements.
Any change must
undergo a lengthy process,
and certainly by the 2016 fall
semester no tangible changes will be in place. Even the
committee’s category suggestions are just that - suggestions, not actual changes.
The process of revising the curriculum is very
thorough. At the weekly
faculty meeting on February
2, Dr. Pennington presented the committee’s ideas to
about 65 faculty members,
including President Halvorson. She also reviewed the
proper procedure outlined
in the Faculty Handbook for
officially revising, changing,
or adding a course.
The first step in
making in change is specifying what the recom-

STUDENT SENATE
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to Jostens for the 20142015 Tartan also took a
$30,000 chunk out of the
$162,675.00 Student Senate Budget last semester.
Usually,
Tartan
funds are taken out of the
Spring budget, but when
Jostens’ orders didn’t
arrive until this fall, the
$30,000 rolled over to the
Fall 2015 budget.
Even though Senate was aware that the
Tartan payment had not
been made last semester,
Ocailap was still generous
in allocating SACC funds
to campus organizations
and granting requests.
Out of consequence,
less funds rolled over to
this semester than usual.
“I wouldn’t say it’s a
cause for concern,” says
Ocailap, “but I do think
that we need to be mindful in the future and very
intentional in the way we
think about those things:
What to cut, what not to
cut, and things like that.”
A
Contingency
Fund— adding up to
$4,394.20 this semester—
is set aside for emergency
funding, but Ocailap is
hesitant to withhold more
than that amount from
student
organizations
each semester.
When Ocailap sent
a budget request packet
to student organizations
on the last week of December, he did not know
that the SACC would
drop almost $20,000 from
the expected amount.
However, once Ocailap
received the news, he was
much more frugal when
compiling the budget.
The final budget was finalized at the All-Student
Senate meeting.
According to Student Senate President
Travis Hutchinson, Senate gave much more conservatively to clubs that
hadn’t used up all of their
funds last semester, new

mended change actually is.
Dr. Pennington encouraged
professors to contribute by
both making general suggestions and submitting
formal proposals to the
Core Oversight Committee.
The proposals must contain
a rough syllabus and a way
to assess the CLOs fulfilled
through the course.
After the proposal
is submitted, the committee reviews and considers it,
then makes an official draft
of the course and submits it
to the Curriculum Commit-

tee. If approved by the committee, it is presented to the
faculty, who discuss it and
vote on its acceptance.
Finally, the draft
must be submitted to the
Board of Trustees for final
approval.
Over the summer,
Dr. Pennington hopes make
significant headway in more
thoroughly mapping out
ways to implement the Core
Learning Outcomes, as well
as to have a faculty workday
during which professors
can work on proposals.

CPD OFFICERS
NOT CHARGED
IN SHOOTING OF
JAVARIO EAGLE

tucked under his arm.
Police say that he
initially he charged the officer before aiming at his
back. Eagle was shot and
fell on his side.
Officers who had
taken up defensive positions around the perimeter began to move toward
him, but when Eagle
reached for his gun, multiple officers opened fire,
shooting him another 18
times.
He later died of his
injuries at a local hospital.
The
Hamilton
County Sheriff’s Department conducted a criminal investigation of Eagle’s death, the results of
which were turned over
to Pinkston for review on
Jan. 27. From that information, he made the decision to not file charges on
the six officers.
On Thursday Pinkston met with four family
members to explain his
decision to the distraught
group, a spokesperson for
Pinkston’s office said.
She also said the
family members repeatedly said there were additional videos of the incident
which disprove what the
investigation revealed, but
the owners of those videos
are too scared to come forward with the information
they have.
Pinkston encouraged them to get whatever witnesses were available to come forward and
explained nothing more
could be done unless new
evidence surfaced.
One video of the
shooting has already been
put online and gunshots
can clearly be heard as officers descend on an individual lying in the grass.
Just before the
shooting, a person behind
the yells from across the
street at Eagle to “drop
the gun.”

by Emmett Geinapp

clubs, or those on probation than better established groups. Ocailap
also asked club leaders to
prioritize their needs.
“Clubs and the
Campus Activity Board
(CAB) — which took the
biggest hit— have been
very
understanding,”
Hutchinson said. With
a budget of $20,500, CAB
received $18,085 less
than what was originally
requested.
According to club
leader Jenny Washburne,
the Outdoor Club was
still able fund most of its
major outings—including
a NC Ski Trip—despite
the budget cuts. However, instead of providing
“all-expenses paid” trips
to a few people, the club
now extends the opportunity to a greater number with $10 and under
participation fee for food,
gas, and other expenses.
“I kind of wish the
Senate had told us a little earlier that they were
going to be cutting the
budget down because we
would have planned a little better, but that’s fine.
We will just re-plan, re-

think it,” she says.
However, even
though the ski trip would
have overreached the new
budget, Washburne says
“Senate was really great to
pre-approve it.” The club
had discussed logistics for
the $3,640 trip last fall,
which prompted Senate to
grant the request.
The Film Club received only $149 of the
$739 requested for new
equipment, including batteries, memory cards, and
a camera-mounted drone.
Since the club was released from probation just
this semester, member
Nick Zarate says that the
club didn’t expect to receive what was requested.
“I think it is good
that we didn’t get that
much, because I feel
like we are still testing
the water and this gives
us a little more room to
work with what we have
at its full efficiency,” he
says. “It gives us a sense
of responsibility for the
things that we have.”

Nearly two months after
Javario Eagle, 24, was
shot to death in Chattanooga, Hamilton County
District Attorney General
Neal Pinkston announced
on Wednesday he will not
be filing charges against
the six officers who killed
him.
Pinkston said deadly force was justified in the
shooting which took place
on Dec. 12, at 5113 Woodland View Circle.
Just before noon
that day, officers were
originally dispatched to
Emma Wheeler Homes
on a call about “a mental
health consumer who was
speaking irrationally and
in a highly agitated state,”
police records show.
The first officer to
arrive said that he found
Eagle on the front porch
of an apartment with his
4-year-old daughter playing outside.
He said he called
Eagle over, but was ignored as Eagle walked
back inside with the child.
The officer then called a
Crisis Response Team officer at 11:56 a.m.
The sound of a
gunshot came from the
apartment and Eagle began walking in and out
of the apartment, ignoring dozens of requests
to drop a gun he had retrieved from inside.
Finally,
Eagle
walked outside with the
child and set her down before walking back inside.
An officer quickly responded by leaving his cover to
scoop up the girl and take
her to safety.
But then Eagle
came sprinting out of the
house with the gun in one
hand, a samurai sword in
the other, and a bayonet
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THT MAJOR
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

time understanding the
major going under review.”
Bethany Bing, a
senior Theatre major,
expressed
frustrations
that the community has
seemed to take the major
lightly. “Many think that
theatre should exist as extracurricular activity and
don’t consider how it could
be honed as a skill,” Bing
said, further contending
that theatre majors aren’t
just “wacky art kids.”
While having a
“limited enrollment,” as
stated to be on of the reasons for past academic
review, the major serves
more than its students.
The department has 16
majors and minors, but
hired work studies that
aren’t in the program. At
least 50% of the cast of upcoming shows are not theatre majors and minors.
The shows, making
up for almost all the expenses of the department, attracted current and prospective
students. Some previewers
have expressed interest in
involvement even without

CONNECTING
STUDENT LEADERS
by Emily Hoeksema
Every spring semester,
dozens upon dozens of
Covenant students fill out
extensive student leadership applications, in the
hopes of serving their fellow Scots through leadership in the fall.
These applicants
contend for a number of
different positions that
suit their various interests, including Resident
Assistants, Discipleship
Coordinators,
O-Team
leaders, Campus Activities
Board members, and Diversity leaders.
During this past
fall semester, the Covenant Student Life staff,
in particular the Student
Leadership Committee coordinated by Neely Goree,
began a discussion to generate new ideas regarding
the network of student
leaders on campus.
Goree clarified that
the committee is not necessarily looking to make
changes to the current organization of student leaders but rather explained
that the staff hopes to create a more unified experience for all student leaders in the future.
The name of the
program that the committee has in mind to accomplish this goal is CC Lead
(Covenant College Lead).
The student life staff even
worked with the communications department to
develop their own brand
label. Now, as Goree says,
it’s all about using the
terminology and having it
catch on.
Working
together as a team, the student
leadership committee de-
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applying for the major.
Although resources for the department are
meager, student enthusiasm has made up for it.
Bing said that she loved
working with minimal resources. “It teaches me to
make art work with a lot of
little stuff,” she said.
Committed
students revived the Drama Association last fall,
producing the fully student-led Waiting for Godot
while the department was
under review.
It looks like the
major is here to stay and
only growing. “We’ve really
grown a lot,” Bing said, referring to the new recruits
and various workshops the
department intend to offer,
“In the beginning, there
was (only) Hallstrom.”
“Clearly God wasn’t
willing to let this program
go away,” Hallstrom said,
after witnessing the department survived peaks
and valleys.

veloped the idea CC Lead
to be a group of all Covenant’s student leaders that
would meet at a conference in early April (a conference that has already
been planned for several
years) to learn more about
what being a true godly
leader looks like in practical ways.
The
conference
would also host various
speakers to help students engage with different ideas and methods of
Christian leadership.
Goree and her
crew hope that student
leaders will walk away
with a more unified
mindset and realize that
although they serve in

A FEW
FAREWELLS
by McKenzie Barham
This semester, two Covenant staff and a faculty
member announced that
they would be making
some career changes.
Yvonne Terney and Marsha Fitzgerald have already left.
According to Joan
Stanton, who will takeover
Fitzgerald’s position in
Academic Affairs, Fiztgerald already moved back
to Florida to work at a
church she had worked
in for a number of years.
Stanton worked in Academic Affairs for 20 years
before moving to the President’s Office in 2012.
Monday, Feb. 8,
Health Services secretary
Yvonne Terney, started her
new job at New City East
Lake. She will be an administrative assistance, a
new position that has just
been created to help the
church with organization.
She and her husband have been members
at New City Glenwood for
34 years and have spent
the last year and a half
at the East Lake church
plant.
Terney has worked
for Covenant College for a
total of fifteen years, starting in August, 2001. She
spent her first five years in
the Office of Records and
the last ten years working
in Health Services.
“It was one of those
Divine Providence things,
I wasn’t looking for a new
job, but I feel like the Lord
is really leading in this direction,” Terney said, admitting that the move is
very bittersweet.
“I will miss seeing
students and we have such
a great team. It’s a challenge -- it is kind of scary

-- but I’m excited to be able
to use my organizational
gifts in a different way.”
Currently, no one
has been hired to fill Terney’s position.
In a couple weeks, one of
Covenant’s beloved language professors, Dr. Sandy Shaw, will turn 70.
He said he always
knew he would want to
begin cutting back around
this time in his life, and accordingly, this spring will
be his last full semester of
classes at Covenant. There
will be a faculty social later in the semester to celebrate his retirement.
“I still very much
enjoy interacting with students and my colleagues
and the Covenant community, so I will still be
around,” said Shaw. “I am
trusting the Lord will orchestrate all of this.”
In the coming fall
semester, he will still teach
one or two language classes to help the language
department
transition,
but only on a part-time
basis. It has not yet been
announced who will be
taking his place. A dozen
or so candidates were interviewed and in January,
Covenant offered the position to one of them. They
are currently waiting to
hear back.

Dr. Shaw will certainly be staying busy,
however. “I’ve been involved with Walker State
Prison Ministry, mentoring a Spanish inmate
there, and I would like
more involvement,” he
said.“There’s a real thirst
for learning there.”
Shaw also plans
to volunteer at the Chattanooga foodbank and
continue to sing with two
different choral groups
downtown. He is excited
for the extra walking and
hiking time, too. Some of
his favorite locations include Cloudland Canyon,
Covenant’s cross country
trails, and the River Walk.
This summer he
will road-trip to Southern California to visit his
youngest son, stopping
along the way to visit
friends. He is excited to
spend time with his four
grown children and eight
grandchildren.
When Dr. Shaw
first starting teaching
at Covenant in 1976, he
essentially was the language department until he left in 1985 and
taught at Stony Brook in
Long Island for 22 years.
In 2007, he visited Dr. Voskuil and found out Covenant needed a French
and Spanish teacher.
Dr. Shaw took the
job, and with the team
effort of Dr. Neiles and
Professor Cochran, they
were able to put together
French and Spanish majors. By 2009, they were
“Oh man... Story time is going to be epic tonight.”
graduating students from
Channing Tatum
the program.
Later, they were
able to add Germanic
and Arabic studies as
well. Dr. Shaw says he
significant emphasis on and water continue to is most comfortably fluthe word collaboration be stirred by the mental ent in English, French
in describing her future machines of the Student (which he finds the most
hopes for the program.
Leadership Committee. beautiful), and Spanish
Although the CC Check out their cool logo (which he thinks is the
Lead program is not and stay tuned for the most fun), but that he
necessarily concrete as pouring ceremony.
cannot pick a favorite.
of yet, the cement mix
He can also read
in Italian and Portuguese
and has studied many
others, including Latin,
Mandarin, Russian, and
Polish. He cannot pick a
favorite class either. “I
like teaching the elementary and the advanced
classes. I like to introduce students to a new
language and encourage
them,” he said. “But I like
the advanced classes too,
where students are able
to express themselves
well already.”

FACULTY QUOTE OF THE WEEK

different capacities, they
are ultimately striving
towards the same goal: to
direct their peers towards
Christ. To be a part of CC
Lead would promote this
attitude of solidarity.
“Students
could
learn from each other and
use each other as resources because they often
don’t realize how much
they have to teach other,”
Goree says.
For example, she
elaborated, an RA who
listens to a student raise
an issue on campus could
then point that student to
Student Senate or another outlet where it would
be more useful to have
that discussion and perhaps then make changes
accordingly. Goree places
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SUPER
BOWL 50
RECAP
by Robby Bell
Super Bowl 50, the pinnacle of sports and entertainment watched by over
100 million people in the
U.S. happened this Sunday, Feb. 7, and in case
you couldn’t find a television, laptop, or mobile device to watch it on, here’s
what you missed.
Super Bowl 50
was dubbed a marquee
matchup of superstar
quarterbacks, featuring
prodigy Cam Newton and
the Carolina Panthers
against future hall-offamer Peyton Manning
and the Denver Broncos.
Either
Newton
was going to culminate
his MVP season with an
incredible
performance
filled with touchdowns
and “dabs,” or Manning
was going to culminate
one of the best careers in
NFL history with a second
Super Bowl victory in classic Peyton fashion.
Turns out, neither
was the case as the two
quarterbacks combined to

NBA ALL-STAR
WEEKEND 2016
by Alan Craig
From late August till the
Super Bowl in February,
the American sports scene
is dominated by football.
Other sports, such
as baseball, college and
NBA basketball, golf, and
hockey, take a backseat
to America’s new pastime
and many casual sports
fans show little interest
to anything else until the
season ends.
This is especially true for the NBA. Although the season starts in
late October, most viewers
will not sit down to watch
games, besides Christmas
day, until after the Super
Bowl. Many sports fans
view this as the real start
to the NBA season.
As the sports
world begins to shift their
focus towards the league,
the NBA holds an extravagant weekend full of
flash, celebrities, and superstars known as NBA
All-Star weekend.
This
weekend
draws the undivided attention of sports fans from
around the world, and
showcases the biggest and
brightest stars from Rookies to Veterans.
The All-Star weekend begins on Friday with
the Rising Stars Challenge, as the best Rookies and Sophomores face
off between Team USA
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complete only 48% of their
passes, getting sacked
twelve total times and
committing two fumbles.
Peyton got his
second ring, but it was
his Broncos defense that
compensated for his lackluster performance. Von
Miller, an outside linebacker, became the star
and MVP of the Super
Bowl without ever playing
a down on offense.
Miller was drafted
2nd overall in the 2011
draft.
The only man
drafted ahead of him
was Cam Newton, the
man he sacked 2.5 times
and forced two turnovers against that led to
two touchdowns for the
Broncos.
The Broncos defense was dominant, to say
the least, pounding and
bruising the previously invincible Newton with six
sacks, recovering three
fumbles, intercepting a
pass, and even scoring a
touchdown of their own. It
will likely go down as one
of the greatest defensive
performances in Super
Bowl history.
Because of it, Peyton may walk off into the
sunset as a Champion, in
a way that would make
anyone jealous. The 5-time
MVP and now 2-time Super Bowl winner is 39
years old, and may have
and the World Team. This
game is highlighted by
Andrew Wiggins, Karl
Anthony-Towns, Kristaps
Porzingis, D’Angelo Russell, and Jahlil Okafor, just
to name a few.
Pe r h a p s
the best night
of the weekend is Saturday
night, as players
compete in the
3-Point Contest,
Slam Dunk Contest, and the
Skills Challenge.
Saturday is a
treat for basketball fans as
some
of
the best
players
i n

finished the last chapter
of arguably the greatest
careers ever with a championship, though he did
little to contribute to it.
Manning had a meager 141
yards, threw for no touchdowns, and had a fumble
and an interception.
As for his future
plans, Manning wouldn’t
reveal whether or not he
would retire, but did say
he would “kiss his wife,
hug his kids, and drink a
lot of Budweiser” (off contract of course). Regardless of his performance,
and regardless of whether
he decides to retire or concontests, but players and
superstars from around
the league come out with
their families and celebrities to take in the exciting events as well.
Few other
times in the year
do you get to see
LeBron and Kevin Durant unabashedly cheer
on and share in
amazement
of
what other players in the league
can do.
Although
many prefer the
festivities that
occur on
Saturd a y

the
league,
such as
Steph Curry, Demarcus
Cousins, James
Harden, and
Klay Thompson, put on
a show for the fans, and
showcase their skills in
less pressurized and funfilled competitions. Not
only do fans enjoy these

night,
Sunday
night is the
undisputed
king of the
weekend.
The All-Star
Game pits the best of the
best against one another,
and this year will be the
swan-song of Kobe Bryant.
Fans vote in the starters
for both the Eastern and

tinue on one more year, another Super Bowl cements
Peyton Manning as a top
quarterback of all-time.
In the end, the Denver Broncos won 24-10, adding a 3rd Super Bowl victory to their franchise—a feat
only nine other teams have
accomplished. The Carolina Panthers were kept
from winning their first,
but can look to build next
year with the young core of
Newton, defensive anchor
Luke Kuechly, and a fully
recovered receiver Kelvin
Benjamin, who missed the
whole season with a knee
injury.

As for the other
parts of Super Bowl 50,
Lady Gaga nailed the national anthem. Coldplay’s
halftime
performance
was overshadowed by
Bruno Mars and Beyoncé, singing their latest
hits “Uptown Funk” and
“Formation,” respectively,
and even blessing viewers
with a dance-off of sorts.
Commercials filled up
empty space between the
plays with so much material, Dr. Vos could give another Christ and Culture
lecture on it.

Western Conferences and
the head coaches select
the reserves.
This year Kyle Lowry, Dwyane Wade, Carmelo
Anthony, Paul George and
LeBron James were chosen to represent the East
and Stephen Curry, Kobe
Bryant, Russell Westbrook, Kawhi Leonard,
and Kevin Durant were
chosen to represent the
West as the starters.
The game defines
the term exhibition and
is full of highlight reel
dunks, 3-pointers, fancy
assists, and terrible defense. For the first three

quarters of the game,
players are allowed to
score at will, since players
want to avoid defense, effort, and the wrong end of
a highlight.
However, when the
huddles break at the beginning of the 4th quarter,
the competitive natures of
the stars turn on and fans
are treated to quite a show.
Look for Kobe to be prominently featured at the end
of the game, as players and
fans alike will want to see
him sent off in style and
play the hero.
I think that the
NBA gets the All-Star
weekend right with the
perfect mix of competition,
pageantry, and fun for all
those that are involved.
The NBA has wisely never determined homecourt advantage based off
of the winner of the game
unlike the MLB, yet still
puts on a contest that every single player in the
league deeply cares about
being apart of. Make sure
to tune in.
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THAT DRAGON, CANCER
by Michael Taft
The next level of the
game loads, and my character is sitting in a dark
hospital room.
As I look around,
my character’s four-yearold son starts screaming
in the bed beside me. I’m
left in this room to comfort him, finding options
like rocking him and feeding him applesauce. No

for calm. And almost immediately, the child becomes quiet.
A kind of video
game memoir, That Dragon, Cancer recounts how
creators Ryan and Amy
Green deal with their son
Joel’s cancer.
Ryan and Amy,
both devout Christians,
use the game to weave together stories and interactive metaphors of their

matter what I do, though,
his crying won’t stop.
I start to get impatient, accustomed neither to crying children
nor to games making me
sit in discomfort. Several
more minutes of this go
by, and I’m almost ready
to give up.
Then suddenly, my
character breaks down
into a desperate prayer

struggles with faith and
grief. Through complete
vulnerability and a clear
artistic vision, they create a profoundly unique
way for any player to participate in humility and
struggle.
Tragically, the story does not end like the
scene in the hospital room.
Their son is eventually declared terminal and dies

A COMBAT
BOOTS
CHRONICLE
by Kristie Jaya
My first experience with
combat boots was a bit
like Mia from The Princess Diaries. The teenage
years are cumbersome in
and of themselves, but the
day I wore combat boots
to school I was on a whole
new level of awkward.
My boots were
black
hand-me-down
Clarks, complete with
eyelets and hooks. My
dad has a particular sentiment for that type of
shoe, and he finally convinced me that Clarks are
what quality is made of.
For a whole six
months, I stuck with the
hefty laces and the bulky
features until I decided
wearing black flats to
school was not just more
socially acceptable, but
also faster to put on.
And so I was surprised that, several years
later, one of my first
splurges on a clothing article was a pair of leather,
lace-up boots with thick
soles and structure.
I found them in
the men’s section of a

during the development of
the game.
Rather than a story of God’s grace through
physical healing, then, it
is something else. As Ryan
puts it in an interview with
the podcast Reply All, “I
want to show what it feels
like to be helpless, but to
have received grace.”
With minimalistic
3D models and dynamic
lighting, the game’s art
direction captures emotional experiences without
being preoccupied with

detailed representation.
Simple controls accompany this focus, allowing the
player to stay immersed
in the relationships at the
heart of the game.
Such relationships
start simply, but build
quickly through clever
design. Early in the game,
I’m guided through a forest with clearings that
each hold joyful vignettes
of Joel’s childhood, such

as feeding ducks or climbing on a playground.
As I help Joel, recorded audio from family
conversations is played. At
first, there are mundane
voicemails about picking
up groceries or taking Joel
to a check-up.
As his condition
becomes more serious,
though, so do the conversations. Joel’s two siblings
begin to ask more and
more about his developmental problems, and I listen as the parents struggle
to give the right response.
One of the game’s
final interactive metaphors is that of a cathedral
representing Joel’s body.
The vaulted structure is
impressive, but it is clear
that the building is not
yet finished. And despite
the implicit promise of its
completion, the building is
beginning to crumble with
the weeds of cancer.
In this tension,
the building suddenly
falls dark and a stream of

prayers erupts from empty
pews.
Recorded at a living room prayer meeting
the night before Joel died,
these prayers are desperate pleas for a miracle:
“Oh Lord, my God, let this
boy’s life return to him!”
But those prayers do not
seem to be answered.
Suffering is often
most terrifying because it
is out of our control. Similarly, this game rejects
our cultural infatuation
with control.
As an interactive
artwork, it offers a curated opportunity to experience a story of grief and
God’s confusing promise
of faithfulness. It rejects
our attempts to repair brokenness, forcing us to “sit
down and shut up,” as Dr.
Kapic often advises.
Meaning,
one
should be a faithful presence to those in suffering
who does not seek to fix,
but to listen, understand,
and pray.

store in New York (50%
discount) during my first
Thanksgiving as a freshman in college.
A friend said they
were too masculine for
me, but I packed the boots
and brought them to the
counter, welcoming the
somewhat androgynous
look.
But it is not just
me who is embracing this

that somehow age well, to
the edgy, shiny Dr. Martens in all kinds of colors
and patterns.
While the trends
come and go, the combat boot has been around
since before it became a
fashion statement.
According to Examiner.com,
combat
boots originated from Assyrian foot soldiers who

these sturdy boots, giving
an extra grip on soil, ice,
mud and snow. Combat
boots were worn throughout World War I and II, becoming an essential part
of, well, combat.
During World War
I, General John Pershing
approved an improvement
on the footwear. The previous shoes’ stiffness and
“un-breathability” caused

trend. Laced-up boots inspired by the military look
have adorned storefronts
for quite a while, from the
imitation leather ones
that falter after five days
of Lookout Mountain fog,
the smooth, leathery ones

needed stable and strong
footing. The Roman Empire was also into these
strong boots.
Theirs were called
“Hobnail Combat Boots.”
Hobnails, or small metal
nails, studded the soles of

necrosis as soldiers fought
in wet trenches.
Thankfully for the
soldiers (and for those of us
who wear boots day-in and
day-out), Pershing approved
for thicker leather, soles, and
waterproof toe boxes.

The
“Pershing
Boot” became an American classic. It became a
staple for “good honest
working-class men—postmen, factory workers and
the like,” according to Sophia Stuart, writing for
Huffington Post Women.
Andrew Burmon in “How
WWI Changed Men’s Style
Forever” said, “We go to
work in shoes designed to
go to war.”
It’s the shoe you’d
probably find in your
grandfather’s attic and
your brother’s wardrobe—
or your sister’s wardrobe,
for that matter. Because
the evolution went even
further: The shiny Doc
Martens are now part of a
counterculture, signifying
flair, freedom, and youth
rebellion.
The
less-bulky
laced-up boots add an air
of practicality to the floral dress. Clunky combat
boots with eyelets and
school uniforms, though,
will forever remind me of
middle-school disaster.
Stylish or practical,
counter-cultural or nerdy,
the combat boot continues to evolve. This classic
and functional shoe does
not seem to be leaving us
just yet. Maybe I should
tell my middle school best
friends I was only being
fashion-forward.
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AN ART OF
STORYTELLING
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Business fascinates me
because it is highly integrative. In a recent conversation I had with our good
Dr. Dodson, he mentioned
that there really is no standard business major.
From Harvard to
community college, what
passes for standard is a
smattering of accounting,
marketing, economics, finance, and management
classes.
To
understand
business, you have to take
each piece and fit it into a
cohesive whole that you
can use to better understand and communicate
what opportunities exist,
what kind of playing field
the world has become—to
take all the particulars of
life that scream for your
undivided attention and
synthesize them into a sort
of Marauder’s Map that
can guide you through our
ever-changing world.
It is that ability to
understand all the details
in a setting and then communicate a unifying and
compelling narrative that
bridges the worlds of Art
and Business.
It is this necessity
to understand all the pieces in a world-sized puzzle
that grabs my attention
and stirs my imagination—but a contradiction
immediately extends itself
to ask why.
I do not consider myself to be a numbers person. I am largely
bookish, frequently guilty
growing up of hiding the
book I really wanted to
read inside whatever textbook my class happened to
be reading at the time.

I would like to add
on the phrase - everything
is also a story. In a world
which is accelerating day
by day in complexity, the
need for individuals who
can tell the story of a
company, make sense of a
trade agreement, or evangelize a product, increases
at the same rate.
I am familiar with
the lack of accord between
English and Business
majors, as the topics are
representative of the gap
between the arts and the
mundane. The disconnect
is the result of not having
understood the common
vein that both subjects
share: narrative.
Both subjects, however disparate in the particulars, share the same
impulse of problem, struggle, solution, and denouement. Take product marketing for example. Don’t
advertisers follow a sort of
narrative arc that includes
each element of story?
How many times
have we heard an ad that
said something like the
following: “My life was a
mess until I found product
x…using x has helped me
to overcome x and now my
life is completely different
as a result. I owe it all to
product x!”
This sounds very
similar to the cycle of problem, solution, struggle,
and denouement. Business
majors can benefit from
becoming acquainted with
storytelling, because story
affects every aspect of our
lives—the same story that
we tell ourselves to get us
out of bed every morning
influences stock valuation
and composes a work of
art.
In the same way,
English majors can take
valuable lessons from
business for their own creative development. I have
found that taking classes
in accounting, management, and economics has

The executive thoroughness required in Business is not my strong suit.
How could I feel this natural draw and enthusiasm
for a topic that on face value should repulse me?
The answer is in a
word I mentioned earlier:
narrative.
Although I may
wilt in a class that goes on
in detail to calculate the
discount rate on bonds
(apologies, Dodson), I can
fit that information into a
larger story, which causes
my ability to communicate
that story to grow, and to
become deeper, more colorful, and more informed.
A mentor once
taught me, “Everything
is a business.”

developed my ability to integrate information, work
with others, and think big
picture: all very important
skills if you want to impart
a story that is gripping
and vivid.
Business majors,
take a writing class. You
may find your passion as
an executive is enriched
by a class designed to unleash your potential to
communicate. English majors: take a business class.
You may find that your
passion for story broadens
a world that you originally thought to be dull and
mechanistic.
I guarantee that
a phenomenal story will
come of it.

by Andrew Lupinek

COVENANT
THEATRE
PRESENTS:
MOREAU
Covenant Theater Department’s upcoming production, Moreau—written by
Sean Gaffney of Warner
Bros. fame—pieces together the story of a castaway, a biologist, and a
menagerie of experimental creations to examine
the barriers between God,
man, and animal.
The play, a scifi thriller based on H.G.
Well’s novel, The Island
of Dr. Moreau, addresses
the fears that arose with
Darwinism and scientific

As director Camille
Hallstrom points out,
the themes presented in
Moreau are perhaps even
more relevant today when
human gene-splicing is
practiced.
While Genesis 1
calls humans to “fill the
earth and subdue it,” she
noted that there are consequences to “pursuing
knowledge without a limit,” particularly when we
are increasingly “tempted to go too far, too fast.”
She said that, even in the
midst of the Information
Age, “we don’t know everything we think we do.”
“It’s an excellent
play,” said Hallstrom, “and
such a nice discussion of
science becoming god and
humans becoming god.”
Hallstrom
was
first drawn to Moreau
after meeting Gaffney in
person and watching Seattle’s Taproot Theater

watching Moreau’s characters be performed by
real people brings the
novel into a tangible and
perhaps more poignant
dimension—particularly when boundaries between animal and human
are crossed.
Prendick will be
played by junior Matthew
Mindeman, and Dr. Montgomery will be played
by junior Joseph Klingman. Kate, a mysterious
islander, will be played
by sophomore Sammie
Brown. With a 12-person cast, the production
is more extensive than
many past shows.
A preview show
will be held on Thursday,
Feb. 18 at 8:00 p.m with
discounted $3 tickets for
students, staff, and seniors, and $5 tickets for
other adults. The show
premieres on Friday,
Feb. 19 at 8:00 p.m., and

innovation at the turn of
the 20th century.
The play follows
Edward Prendick, a London socialite and scientist, as he is rescued from
a shipwreck and brought
to a secluded island.
He meets the exiles Dr.
Moreau and Dr. Montgomery, along with a host of
enigmatic natives.
In the spirit of
Victorian horror classics
such as Dr. Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde and Frankenstein, the plot thickens
as Prendick gradually
discovers what Moreau is
creating—or rather, recreating—behind locked
laboratory doors.
When The Island
of Dr. Moreau was published in 1896, vivisection
(experimental surgeries
conducted on living animals and occasionally,
humans) was gaining popularity and, as a result, a
topic of great debate.
Wells’s novel was
used by early activists to
fuel the protest against
animal cruelty. While the
original story undercuts
religion, Gaffney’s adaptation grapples with theological issues such as the
fundamental differences
between humans, animals,
and God, as well as what
happens when this balance is upset.

Company bring his story
to life on video. She has
included the play in her
Dramatic Arts and Christian Thought class curriculum for many years,
but this is her first time
directing the production.
She said that such
a large-scale production
might be a challenge, but
felt that it was “one we
can pull off.”
Sophomore William
Darby will take on the role
of Moreau. Darby is a familiar face from past Covenant productions—notably Edith Stein and The
New Play Festival— but
this is his first lead.
According
to
Darby, the play “shows
Moreau’s quest to create
a human—something that
has only been done by God
in the past.”
His character exposes his god-complex
through a series of monologues dispersed throughout the narrative.
“It examines a lot
of themes we don’t like to
think about,” said Darby.
“Moreau has looked at
how evil and beastly men
can be and has come to
the conclusion that in the
same way, men can be the
picture of God that they
define for themselves and
only have to prove it.”
He also noted that

will run on the 20th and
26th at 8:00 p.m. as well.
A matinee performance
will be held at 2:30 p.m.
on Saturday 27. Tickets
are $5 for students, staff,
and seniors, and $7 for all
other adults.
A faculty panel will
discuss some of theological
and scientific issues raised
by Moreau after the Feb.
20 show. Biblical Studies
professor and trained physician Dr. Hans Madueme,
Biology professor Dr. Richard Nelson, and Dr. Hallstrom will be prepared to
respond to questions from
the audience.

by Molly Hulsey

THE VERDICT
Yes, Donald Trump is
an, “Ambitious corndog that escaped from
the concession stand
at a rural Alabama
fair ground, stole
an unattended wig,
hopped a freight train
to Atlantic City, and
never looked back.”*
New Hampshire... No.
*Courtesy of Kelly Farcloth

OPINIONS

LET ME JUST
COMPLAIN A
LITTLE BIT
by Justin Jantomaso
Winston Churchill, former prime minister of
the UK, Nobel Prize winner, British Army officer, historian, artist, and
first honorary citizen of
the United States is well
known for his unapologetic, powerful personality.
One of the keys to
the development of his
personality and leadership
qualities is the old english
maxim “never complain;
never explain.”
His adherence to
this principle began as a
young officer in the British Army when Churchill
advised a senior officer to
refrain from responding
to a negative newspaper
article.
By engaging in this
petty argument with the
press, Churchill argued
that the officer’s authority would be undermined,
the entire British Army
would lose credibility, and
it would be a sign everywhere of weakness.
Churchill’s personal loyalty to this principle
of avoiding engaging in
petty arguments helped to
shape him into one of history’s greatest and most
revered leaders.
As I closely follow
the Republican presidential primaries, I have been
struck by the contrast
between Churchill’s advice to his superior officer
and the behavior of many
of the candidates. While
each candidate possesses
a myriad of giftings that
qualify them to run for
this position, there seems
to be a culture on the campaign trail of complaining
and making excuses.
For example, Dr.

TAKE A
GAP YEAR
by Charlie Allen
Take a gap year! I left Covenant abruptly following
a very rough fall semester last year, and returned
to my family in Virginia
Beach, leaving a supportive and understanding
Covenant
Community,
much to my dismay.
I took a light
course load at a community college that spring and
took some courses pertaining to some potential
interests.
One of these was
a course in architectural
drafting. It was exciting
to have adequate time to
give to my coursework
and still having the scheduling finesse to surf and
skate as well, amidst a
frigid winter.
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Ben Carson, when asked a
question in a primary debate answered, “Well, first
of all, let me just complain
a little bit. This is the first
time I have spoken and
several people have had
multiple questions.
So, please try to pay
attention to that.” Senator Ted Cruz when asked
about raising the debt limit used his entire time to
berate the moderators, beginning his response with,
“Let me say something at
the outset. The questions
that have been asked so
far in this debate illustrate
why the American people
don’t trust the media. This
is not a cage match.”
Senator Marco Rubio, when asked about the
fact that he lost $24,000

These are only a
few specific examples of
the many times throughout this primary that candidates have complained
about debate questions,
debate moderators, the
amount of time they have
to speak, the media, fellow
candidates or the leaders
of the Republican party.
In attempts to appear powerful, candidates
have stooped to attacking everything adverse to
their election and to engaging in petty squabbles
with the media.
Over and over
again candidates have
avoided tough questions
by providing excuses, using attack tactics or completely ignoring the topic
altogether. Yes, some ques-

through being forced by
his financial situation
to liquidate his retirement fund last year, even
though he had just made
$800,000 on a book deal,
answered, “We’re raising
a family in the 21st century, and it’s one of the reasons that my tax plan is a
pro-family tax plan.”
And finally, John
Kasich,
when
asked
about his greatest weakness completely ignored
the question, instead
making a jab at his fellow
candidates by stating, “I
want to tell you, my great
concern is that we are
on the verge, perhaps,
of picking someone who
cannot do this job.”

tions have been unnecessary and some moderators
may have been unfair but
this is an extended job interview for one of the most
powerful leadership positions in the world.
It is not un-common for a job candidate
to be put through a trying
process in order to discern
his or her eligibility for the
job. John Kasich avoided the question about his
greatest weakness, and
yet in every interview I
have ever had, I have been
asked this exact question
and been expected to provide an answer.
As an American
voter, I hold in higher esteem the candidate who

Being home in
the spring semester was
a great blessing. I was
home for my sister’s last
semester before taking
a gap year (she’s doing
it too!) to teach MK’s in
Japan for MTW, and my
brother’s diagnosis with
type 1-diabetes at the beginning of February.
I even got to be
home as my old high
school, where all my siblings attended and my
Mom teaches Latin, al-

most dropped off the map.
I was able get into
the Pratt Institute in
Brooklyn New York because I had time to think
and develop a worthy portfolio. I got a head start on
the summer job search
and found a job teaching
people to sail and surf.
Finally, I went to architecture school.
Architecture school
fell victim to the critical
mind that led me to Covenant in the first place. Af-

understands his or her
strengths and weaknesses, and understands how
these characteristics affect their actions than the
one who attempts to appear flawless.
The ability to understand one’s weaknesses and how they affect
one’s actions is a valuable
character quality, not
something to be avoided
at all costs.
I believe that when
a leader is sure of his or
her identity, character, and
vision, they do not need to
stoop to providing excuses for their mistakes or to
complaining when adverse
situations arise.
A leader who carries him or herself in this
manner, proceeding with
a clear vision and owning
up to personal actions, is
an attractive option for
the presidency.
I do realize that,
like any maxim, there are
certainly instances when
“never explain; never complain” is not an appropriate course to follow.
An explanation of
your actions may often be
needed, especially in situations when your actions
affect those you care for.
However, Churchill’s condemnation of complaining and attempting to excuse or explain actions to
the public as weakening
and inappropriate for a
leader still holds truth in
today’s politics.
In the next few
months we will be choosing the next leader of our
country. As we contemplate the best candidate
for this position let’s not
only focus on their stances on political issues but
also on how they carry
themselves in public. Do
they honor those around
them? Is their anger immediately invoked when
their perfection is in question? Are they able to admit mistakes?
I know how hard it

is to respond to criticism
in a humble way. Just last
week I was reprimanded
for parking in a restricted
area and I felt pride induced anger which caused
me to attempt to excuse
my actions even though I
was clearly in the wrong.
The
individuals
running for election are incredibly gifted individuals,
and I do realize that imperfection will always be present in both our leaders and
our government. However,
patterns of complaining,
making excuses for one’s
mistakes, and dishonoring
others in order to achieve
an end, are easily discernible character flaws and
important signs that I believe we should take careful heed of when choosing
our next president.

ter a month and a half of
model making and drafting eighteen to twenty
hours a week, my history
and theory class’s iteration of erudite architects
being the best had me
longing for Covenant’s
core once more.
Art school had
me longing for campus
community bathed in the
Holy Spirit once more. I
reduced my course load to
two transferable classes
and spent the remainder
of my time there wandering the streets of Manhattan: exploring, sketching,
subsisting off gluten free
pastries, occasionally surfing, and talking to artists
and architects of all kinds.
A year is a long
time. God works in our
lives in mysterious ways.
What I saw as defeat failing multiple exams at
Covenant in the face of
sleep deprivation - God
redeemed by bringing me
home and revealing two
never before explored pas-
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sions: architecture and
New York City.
While I was forced
by prudence to take a gap
year, prior to this I would
have described a gap year
as complete academic suicide, a slam-dunk to super seniordom, a stepping
stone to dropping out.
Yet having gone
and done it, and letting
God take me where He’d
take me, and now finally
having some of the 20/20
hindsight to see the beauty of His plan, I only wish
that gap years had less
of a stigma when I embarked on mine.
So go ahead, finish
the semester, but if things
are overwhelming or uncertain, take a semester
off and go home, or take a
semester abroad. Or if you
are like me, who just takes
longer, take a gap year!

OPINIONS

WHY CAN’T
WE JUST PAY
ATTENTION?
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A warning: reading this article will most likely take
you longer than the average attention span of a human. According to Kevin
McSpadden of TIME, this
is just over eight seconds,
which is shorter than that
of a goldfish by one second.
How on earth did
we humans, the pinnacle
of creation, become more
distractible than a creature that weighs seven
grams?
McSpadden says
that it is due to “an increasingly digitalized lifestyle”
(big surprise there). He
quotes a report put out by
Microsoft, saying, “Heavy
multi-screeners find it difficult to filter out irrelevant
stimuli—they’re more eas-

interest in a ten second
snapchat story, or even
thinking to myself that a
Vine is dragging on when
I’m only three seconds in.
It is something
that bothers me about
myself and society. In
one sense, we can’t help
it; attention span is not
something you can just
lengthen through wishful
thinking. However, I do
think it is something we
should push back against.
Many of the most
important things in life
take longer than just eight
seconds: getting involved
in a church, getting an education, or building and
developing relationships.
There is a lot of
value in a process that
takes time. Although
important events surely
can happen in the span of
eight seconds, a majority
of lasting achievements
take time and care.
I think we need to
make ourselves do things
that naturally outlast our
attention spans. I will

ily distracted by multiple
streams of media.”
We have so many
different forms of media
coming at us at all times
that we cannot focus on
one source of media at a
time for long before jumping to another.
This should not
really come as that big of
a surprise to anyone; our
short attention span is
reflected and reinforced
by the social media we
consume.
We scroll through
Facebook feeds of short
videos and quick witty sayings, our tweets are limited to only 140 characters,
our Instagram feeds are
constantly filled with snapshots and 15 second videos
of daily life, Vine only allows for six second videos,
and now Instagram’s Boomerang shares one second
videos with friends.
As much as I would
like to say I’m above this
trend, my attention span
is also very short. Sometimes I catch myself losing

admit, even I have found
myself starting to read
a Bagpipe article and
then stopping halfway
through because I lost interest, or something else
caught my eye (so congratulations if you made
it this far into mine).
I’m no scientist
(well okay, I sort of am
as a physics major), but I
would think that the more
we force ourselves to pay
attention to things for
longer periods of time, the
more our attention span
will grow.
Perhaps by forcing our attention span
to be longer, it actually
will increase with time.
Hopefully we can then
come to more appreciate
events that take time to
come to fruition.
Maybe if we resist
the temptation to switch
apps on our phones every
five seconds, we can raise
the average attention
span of our species—or at
least keep it from going
down anymore.

by Stephen Bankson

CHEMISTRY
OF CUTTING
by Margaret Duncan
Take a moment and hold
your breath as long as
you are able. Hold it until every bit of your body
screams for air. No really,
do it. I will wait. How did it
feel when you finally surrendered to your body’s
desire and breathed in
again? That rush of air
into your lungs brings a
taste of the temporary relief brought to emotional
stress by self-injury.
But why? Why on
earth does causing physical pain to one’s body
bring relief to emotional
pain? Self-injury may not
make sense to someone
who has little familiarity
with the struggle. Many
students habitually engage in self-injury, even
though they are not able
to explain why it brings alleviation to their stress.
In my previous
article, Hidden Hurting,
I described many possible motivations as to why
students may self-injure.
Another strong cause that
leads students to repeat
this behavior is due to the
brain’s physiological response to pain that brings
relief in place of anxiety or
distress, which, in some
cases, can ultimately lead
to a chemical dependence
on self-injury.
Psychologist Lori
Plante describes the opponent-process theory in her
book, Bleeding to Ease the
Pain, as a theory for explaining self-injury: “[This
theory] points to the
brain’s constant thriving
for homeostasis, or equilibrium, as the fundamental basis for why emotional
highs are often followed by
equally intensive lows…
Thus, the act of
self-injury seems to invite a
sense of relief and well-being in the aftermath of
pain.” The brain is striving
for a balanced emotional
state. The chemical response system is constantly trying to balance out extreme highs and lows.
She goes on to explain that when the body
feels pain, the brain’s
neurochemical response
is to release endorphins
that serve as natural, internally produced opiates
to help the body alleviate the physical pain and
distress. Those opiates
produce an overreaction
that leads to a false high,
tricking the brain into believing the emotional pain
has lessened bringing a
temporary happiness in
place of the stress.
Unfortunately, the
brain usually does not
stop there. After the high,
the brain’s chemicals level
out again, and the stress

returns. The feeling of relief was only temporary, as
it did not remove the distressors that were causing
the emotional turmoil to
begin with. Often the student then falls into shame
for what they did to find
relief, which leads to additional feelings of failure
and self-hatred.
Now trying to
balance the original suffering and stress topped
with self-hate, the person, desperately seeking
relief, returns to self-injury to find relief—thus
starting the cycle over.
Students become trapped
in the cycle of pain, relief,
shame, and self-hatred
leading to more pain.
In an article in the
Journal of Addictions and
Offender Counseling, Trevor and Juleen Buser argue
that characteristics of this
cycle of self-injury fall into
the same category of that
of other addictive behaviors. They mainly focused
on what they called “The
three C’s of addiction.”
The first C is Compulsivity, or craving. Buser notes that compulsive
behaviors are “habitual
behaviors that are precipitated by a desire to
avert or alleviate negative
emotions.” As previously
discussed, self-injury is
almost always used as a
method to relieve emotional pain when in crisis.
Self-injury is generally practiced impulsively
as a desperate action to
alleviate the stress. This
is not something that is
usually thought through.
Generally, those who selfharm do so on a whim of
emotion, rather than a
planned out event.
Buser continued,
“A second primary component of addiction is
the perception of losing
Control over a behavior
or the use of a substance.
Individuals may desire
to reduce engagement in
the addictive behavior
but are unable to carry
out these intentions with
consistency.”
The majority of
self-injurers have tried to
stop the behavior many
times but are unsuccessful. Many express that they
know the habit is harmful
and unhealthy, but they
are unable to quit. Their
brains have developed a
craving for the chemical
endorphins released when
the body senses pain.
Along
similar
lines comes the third C:
Continuing the behavior
despite negative consequences. Self-injury only
ever brings a short term
break from the situation.
The emotional pain always
comes back as strong or
stronger than before; only
now, the individual also
has the shame of knowing
they indulged in the harmful behavior again.
Self-harm
also

leaves scars, which can become a constant reminder
of the suffering, the negative behavior, and the
shame that followed.
These and other
negative
consequences
can encourage the person
to stop, but they can also
cause more stress—continuing the cycle.
It is possible for
those who self-injure build
up a tolerance requiring
more pain to achieve the
same level of opiates that
allow the emotional relief
as priorly achievable with
less pain.
Their body gets
used to the endorphins,
and requires more endorphins to achieve the
same results. Students
are forced to increase the
depth of the cutting, the
heat of the burns, or the
number of beatings before they get the chemical response their brain
is begging for.
It is hard to determine what level of pain
is needed to relieve emotional stress, as there are
differing levels of emotional stress. Still, many
self-injurers tell of the
need to use increasingly
larger amounts of pain to
achieve the peace their
brains desire.
Although self-injury has been shown to
have many addictive tendencies, not everyone
who engages in self-injury
becomes addicted - just
as not everyone who has
a drink becomes addicted to alcohol. Still, it is
an extremely dangerous temptation to mess
around with and ought to
be avoided at all costs.
A fellow student
who has struggled with
self-injury for several years
described the frustration
by saying: “I want to stop
so badly. I know this isn’t
a healthy way to cope, but
I can’t stop. It’s like a monster I cannot tame no matter how badly I want to. He
always desires more.”
Regardless
of
whether or not a student becomes addicted
to self-injury or not, still,
each injury can produce
a chemical response from
the brain bringing temporary emotional relief.
Self-injury needs
to be treated differently
with this information in
mind. Self-injury ought
to be treated similar to
an dependency on alcohol, pornography, or other addiction. We must
see self-injury for the
problem it is and help
those who struggle with
it accordingly.

